Gary Miller – Still Life in Acrylics – 14 Sep 2015
Gary is a self-taught artist but only did drawing until his early 30's when he branched out
into painting and found that he seemed to be successful in selling pictures.
He uses a limited palette and only uses flat brushes and acrylics from Hobbycraft, he also
uses plastic plates for palettes. Smaller paintings ar done on MDF board, cutting them
down to suit this is then covered with three coats of Jesso and in this case a light wash of
Raw Sienna.
He had drawn the outline of a subject and uses Raw Umber as a basic guide, lightly
brushed on with light areas left.

He then started off by painting the difficult (prominent) colours; Titanium White and
Cadmium Yellow for the apple and Cadmium Red, Ultramarine Blue and Cadmium Yellow
for the pepper.

Where the glass overlaps the Red Pepper he leaves a gap and includes the edge that can
be seen through the glass. Through the glass he flicks away the edge to make it blurry.

Uses Cad Red again for the red part of the apple and for the apple reflection through the
glass. Cad Yellow, Ultramarine and a touch of white were added for the stalk of the pepper.

Then back to some more yellow on the apple. As he is painting over it, it is mixing with the
red to make an 'orangey' division.
Some Raw Umber was mixed with white for the table cloth but only a very tiny bit of Raw
Umber for the table top as it is where the light is falling.

For the shadow of the apple and pepper on the table cloth the same colours were used as
above but with a hint of Cadmium Red.
A 1” flat brush was used for the front of the table with White and Raw Umber, more raw
umber being used as it is in shadow.

While still wet, dab the corner of the brush into raw umber and drag down for a suggestion
of folds on the front of the table.
Back to the apple; more yellow was added, third coat, but a bit more orangey and a bit
whiter where the light is hitting it. Red was dabbed onto the yellow using almost a dry

brush technique. Red was then mixed with a touch of ultramarine for the shaded parts of
the apple. To blend in the shading of the apple, wash the brush out, dry it and drag it
round. The same was done with the pepper, just enough water to make the paint flow but
not to thin it too much.
More green was mixed for the stalk and then the stalk was darkened with yellow and raw
umber blended in with the green.
Gary then painted in the background with raw umber using a 1” brush, thin enough to
brush on quickly and up to the glass but not over it. More Raw Umber was added to the
right-hand side for shadow. For the edges of the fruit, place the brush on the edge and flick
away.

For the glass Gary stays away from the edges blocking in the main area but before it dries
brush it in one direction.
Going back to the apple again, the area where the core is was darkened and more red
was applied and smudged into the yellow with his finger; again blending in with a a clean,
dry brush. More Ultramarine was added for the shaded part of apple and blended as
above. Raw umber and yellow for stalk with red and yellow highlights.
Back to the pepper again; to give it a bit of shape red and raw umber were added to the
shaded side and red and yellow for the lighted side; blending in using the previous
technique. He then goes back and forth with the shaded and lighter areas to establish

contours, blending each time.
Play around with the paint to get the feel of whether it is too wet or dry.
A third and final coat of raw umber was painted on the background, staying away from the
edges of the glass, using a bit less water on the shaded, right hand side.
He then does the background behind the glass with a bit more water to make it slightly
lighter.
With a No6 brush the shadow is touched up under the apple, jar and pepper.
Now for the glass. Don't paint glass, just concentrate on shapes and colours. Start off by
looking for main highlights using white and raw umber establish edges. This is also used
for a suggestion of the screw-threads on the top of the glass; less is more with glass.

Where there is a really bright highlight, darken the background even more to make it stand
out. The edge of the glass has to be defined accurately using pure white to carefully pick
out the bright highlights.
The top of the tablecloth was re-highlighted, white and raw umber. The folds of the fabric
were kept fairly loose so as not to dominate the picture, the lighter sides highlighted and
blended with a dry brush. Where the cloth falls over the table edge it was highlighted a bit
to emphasise and blended. Some of the white was dragged down to create softer folds
rather than creases.
Gary had created a fascinating photographic like painting using very simple techniques.
Go to the next page for a comparison.

Gary with the finished painting

